
SWAN LAKE NATURE NARRATIVES

Hi Everyone,   

Fall is such a busy time of year in nature that there is almost too much

to see at Swan Lake these days. With the leaves off the trees you can

find more woodpeckers in action like this Northern Flicker.

This is a Red-shafted sub-

species that is looking for

insects in the old holes of

this rotting tree.
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While this Hairy

Woodpecker

excavated his

own hole looking

for juicy bugs.



Sometimes you have to look

close when you see a raft of

ducks to find out who might be

attending the party. This one

had mostly mallards but with

the help of binoculars  you

could see more.

There were some very cute little

American Widgeons.

And one of my favourite birds, the

very showy Wood Duck appeared

in their midst!

The male Wood Duck is one of

the most spectacularly ornate

ducks in the world. The wild mix

of iridescent maroons, greens,

purples, blues and tans are

highlighted by bold flashes of

white that frame each

magnificent display. 

I used to use this example to

teach children that in nature the

males are always the flashiest

dressers!
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It feeds like a dabbling duck

skimming the water with its bill. 

I figure those piercing red eyes

and the outrageous duck bill

paint job would scare off any

aquatic invertebrates it might be

hunting.

It is actually known as a perching

duck because it will perch on

branches and it nests in holes in

trees.

I couldn’t have asked for a better

find when out looking for

amazing fall colours.

Then I ran into another dazzling

duck display of the male Hooded

Merganser who is also a tree

cavity nester.
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These are true diving ducks.

Heads go down.

Bums go up.

And they disappear with a flick of

the tail. They hunt underwater by

sight and have a special

adaptation called a transparent

nictitating membrane which

lowers like an eye lid to protect

their eyes under water like a pair

of googles.

So they can come up with a fish

in their bill.
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Over and over.

Notice how his white hood is

slicked down for diving

efficiency. When mating they

can make their hoods stand

erect and bold to attract

females. I will have to get a

picture of that one day!

There were other things that

made this a busy time at the lake.

If you take this little side trail that

goes off to the right,

You come up to the Saanich

town hall and their cenotaph

being prepared here for the

Remembrance Day service.

Unfortunately the service was

closed this year due to Covid

concerns.
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Thankfully you could hear the

bagpipes playing and see the

flypast overhead marking this

important day from the floating

boardwalk of Swan Lake Nature

Sanctuary.

The ducks did their fly-by too,

and the Great Blue Heron stood

silently at attention with me

during the last post.

It made me very thankful for the

sacrifices made by many so that

we can enjoy the freedom to live

our lives.

And explore the beauty of Swan

Lake.

Take care, Lenny
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